Solid Shapes

The cube

Colour the cubes.

I am cube.
I am cube.
I am cube, I am a cube, I am a cube.

I have six lovely faces
And they are the same
Each face is like a square
And this is what I am...
I am cube...

Draw some objects that have the shape of a cube.

Ferrante
The Cube

Colour two cubes yellow.
Colour two cubes green.
Colour two cubes red.

How many cubes can you see? _____
The Cuboid

Colour two cuboids red and three blue.

The cuboid has six faces,
The cuboid has six faces,
   Hi-ho merry ho
The cuboid has six faces.

The faces are rectangles,
But some can be squares,
   Hi-ho merry ho
The faces are rectangles.

Draw some objects that have the shape of a cuboid.
Solid Shapes

How many cubes can you see? ____.
How many cuboids can you see? ____.

Colour the cubes green and the cuboids yellow.
The Cylinder

Colour two cylinders yellow, and three green and one orange.

Take two circles, Take two circles, And a tube, And a tube.
Put them together, Put them together. Out comes a cylinder Just like a flute.

Draw some objects that have the shape of a cylinder.
Colour all the cylinders blue.

How many cylinders can you see? ____
This is a cone,
A wonderful, wonderful cone.

It has no sides,
Its base is a circle.
It is pointed at the top.

This is a cone,
A wonderful, wonderful cone.

Draw some objects that have the shape of a cone.
The Cone

Colour two cones blue.
Colour two cones orange.
Colour three cones pink.

How many cones can you see? _____
The Sphere

Colour the spheres.

How many spheres can you see? _____

Draw some objects that have the shape of a sphere.
Colour the pyramids.

How many pyramids can you see? _____

Draw some objects that have the shape of a pyramid.
Solid shapes

Colour the cylinders red, the cone blue, the cubes green, the cuboids yellow and the spheres pink.

How many?
cylinders ___ cones ___ cubes ___ spheres ___ cuboids ___
Solid shapes

Label the following solid shapes.

Colour the cylinders green, the cubes blue, the pyramids pink, the cones orange, the spheres yellow and the cuboids red.

My favourite shape is ________________.